Identifying genetic influences on sleep: an approach to discovering the mechanisms of sleep regulation.
Comparisons of sleep patterns of various inbred strains of mice have revealed differences in daily amounts of slow-wave sleep and rapid-eye movement sleep, in circadian patterns of sleep, and in some parameters of the electroencephalograms both in healthy mice and in mice undergoing microbial infections. Technical considerations will probably be an important variable in achieving consensus between different independent studies that use a genetic approach to identify sleep-regulatory genes or mechanisms. However, despite such differences, current data suggest that both normal sleep and various sleep disorders either have a genetic basis or are influenced by genetically determined physiologic or environmental predispositions. Excessive sleepiness, abnormal sleep patterns, nonrestorative sleep, and fatigue are becoming increasingly pervasive in modern society. Identifying genes that influence vigilance may ultimately contribute to a better understanding of the processes that control normal sleep and contribute to sleep disorders and may eventually promote the development of interventions to prevent or alleviate these disabling medical conditions.